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CORTICALLY-INDUCED COHERENCE OF A
THALAMIC-GENERATED OSCILLATION
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Abstract—Oscillatory patterns in neocortical electrical activity show various degrees of large-scale
synchrony depending on experimental conditions, but the exact mechanisms underlying these variations
of coherence are not known. Analysis of multisite local field potentials revealed that the coherence of
spindle oscillations varied during different states. During natural sleep, the coherence was remarkably high
over cortical distances of several millimeters, but could be disrupted by artificial cortical depression,
similar to the effect of barbiturates. Possible mechanisms for these variations of coherence were investigated by computational models of interacting cortical and thalamic neurons, including their intrinsic firing
patterns and various synaptic receptors present in the circuitry. The model indicates that modulation of the
excitability of the cortex can affect spatiotemporal coherence with no change in the thalamus. The highest
level of coherence was obtained by enhancing the excitability of cortical pyramidal cells, simulating the
action of neuromodulators such as acetylcholine and noradrenaline. The underlying mechanism was due to
cortex–thalamus–cortex loops in which a more excitable cortical network generated a more powerful and
coherent feedback onto the thalamus, resulting in highly coherent oscillations, similar to the properties
measured during natural sleep.
In conclusion, these experiments and models are compatible with a powerful role for the cortex in
triggering and synchronizing oscillations generated in the thalamus, through corticothalamic feedback
projections. The model suggests that intracortical mechanisms may be responsible for synchronizing
oscillations over cortical distances of several millimeters through cortex–thalamus–cortex loops, thus
providing a possible cellular mechanism to explain the genesis of large-scale coherent oscillations in the
thalamocortical system. q 1999 IBRO. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd.
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Sleep spindle oscillations have been investigated
thoroughly during the last decades. One of the
reasons for the success of this investigation is the
fact that spindles are exacerbated by some anesthetics, such as barbiturates, which greatly facilitates
recordings of these oscillations in vivo. 3,47 Further,
the discovery of an in vitro model of spindles in
ferret thalamic slices 55 enabled in-depth pharmacological investigation and biophysical characterization. The design of detailed computational models
helped to test possible cellular mechanisms to generate these oscillations (reviewed in Ref. 18), based
on the complex cellular firing properties and the
multiple types of synaptic receptors present in
thalamic circuits.
To account for the large-scale synchrony and
distribution of these oscillations in the neocortex,
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Andersen and Andersson 3 proposed a model in
which different oscillating sites in the thalamus
were linked by “distributor” cells, which would
connect thalamocortical (TC) cells by intrathalamic
excitatory axon collaterals. No evidence was yet
obtained for such neurons. More recently, multielectrode thalamic recordings have shown that the largescale synchrony of oscillations is lost in the thalamus
following decortication, 13 which rules out intrathalamic synchronizing mechanisms based on connections between dorsal thalamic nuclei. Still, epochs
characterized by clear-cut synchronization of spindles persisted in the thalamus deprived from cortex,
possibly due to connections involving the thalamic
reticular (RE) nucleus. 14
In a recent computational model of these oscillations, 19 it was suggested that the large-scale
synchrony can be explained by mutual interactions
between cortex and thalamus. According to this
mechanism, the synchrony depends mainly on
corticothalamic feedback on RE cells, with a
more limited role for intrathalamic synchronizing
mechanisms. This model also accounted for different properties of barbiturate spindles, such as their
waxing-and-waning envelope, their refractory
period and their relatively high variability.
However, a series of points still remain unclear.
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First, corticocortical connections have negligible
role in the large-scale synchrony of barbiturate
spindles, 13,14 but the interhemispheric synchrony is
reduced in cats following section of the corpus callosum, 7 suggesting that at least some intracortical
connections are important. Second, during natural
sleep, spindle oscillations are often characterized
by a strict simultaneity (see Fig. 1 in Ref. 14) by
contrast to barbiturate anesthesia which show high
variability (see Fig. 7 in Ref. 3; see also Ref. 12).
This suggests that the patterns of large-scale
synchrony may be significantly different between
these states, but no detailed investigation of this
aspect is at present available.
In this paper, we re-examined, quantified and
compared the large-scale synchrony of spindle oscillations during three states: natural sleep, natural
sleep following artificial depression of the cortex,
and barbiturate anesthesia. With computational
models, we investigated possible mechanisms to
explain the different levels of large-scale synchrony
found in natural sleep, depressed cortex and anesthetized conditions. We investigated the hypothesis that
coherence can be modulated by purely intracortical
mechanisms without the involvement of intrathalamic synchronizing mechanisms.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Multisite recordings
Multisite local field potentials (LFPs) were recorded from
the suprasylvian gyrus of anesthetized (n  7) and chronically-implanted naturally-sleeping adult cats (n  3; animals
were provided by the Service des Animaux de Laboratoire,
Université Laval, Québec, Canada). The electrode location
is illustrated in the top scheme of Fig. 1. All efforts were
made to minimize animal suffering and reduce the number
of animals used. Experimental procedures were described in
detail elsewhere. 12,14
In two of the experiments on naturally-sleeping animals,
cortical depression was induced by releasing a drop of
highly concentrated potassium acetate (3 M) in the vicinity
of electrode 1. This experimental procedure has been
detailed previously. 12 The potassium solution induced a
complete flattening of the LFPs. After a period of a few
seconds of complete absence of cortical activity, spindle
waves gradually re-appeared and were analysed before the
cortex recovered normal activity (about 60 s).
Data analysis
The spatiotemporal coherence of spindle oscillations was
quantified by computing spatiotemporal maps of the distribution of electrical activity across the cortex, the distribution of initiation times and the decay of correlations with
distance.
Spatiotemporal maps of activity were constructed as
follows. A snapshot of the distribution of electrical activity
across the cortex was generated by assigning a color spot to
the instantaneous value of LFP at each electrode and arranging color spots along a horizontal line (anterior-to-posterior
axis). Only negative deflections of LFPs were converted to
color (typically from 0 to 2 150 mV). Successive snapshots
were arranged vertically in columns, defining a map where
LFP is represented as a function of space and time. Synchronous events therefore appear as horizontal straight lines,

while oblique lines stand for propagating waves or phase
shifts.
Initiation times were computed to quantify the simultaneity of spindle sequences and estimate the spatiotemporal
pattern of initiation. The initiation of the oscillation in one
site was estimated as the first negativity–positivity complex
that exceeded 25% of the total deflection of amplitude of the
subsequent spindle. This estimation was performed for each
site and the respective times of first negativity–positivity
were plotted as a function of distance or electrode number.
Several spindle waves were processed using this procedure
and the data were grouped in the same graph (Fig. 1B). This
graph was also used to compute the distribution of initiation
times (see Fig. 1C). This distribution estimates the “time
jitter” of initiation, which was quantified by computing
the standard deviation (s) of the distribution.
The spatial coherence was evaluated by computing the
spatial correlation:
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where v(ri,tj) is the normalized LFP at site ri and time tj.
Signals were normalized by subtraction of their average
value and division by their standard deviation. Cross-correlations were then calculated between every possible pair of
renormalized signals and the values at time zero were
combined for all pairs with same intersite distance (x).
The same procedure was repeated for several epochs of
spindle activity and averaged together. The representation
of the averaged correlation as a function of distance was
used to measure the decay of correlation with distance in
the anterior–posterior axis of the suprasylvian cortex.
As the decay of spatial correlations was always smooth
towards zero, a first-order decaying exponential term was
used to fit the correlation data:
C x  exp 2x=l

2

where the space constant, l, is a measure of the spatial
extent of the coherence of a spatially homogeneous
phenomenon, similar to the coherence measure based on
power spectra. 8 A closely related—but different—measure
of spatial coherence is by representing the peak of the crosscorrelation as a function of distance. Using either procedures yielded no appreciable difference for the signals
studied here because cross-correlations peaked at time zero.
Computational models
Layer VI pyramidal neurons constitute the major source
of corticothalamic fibers and these cells receive a significant
proportion of their excitatory synapses directly from the
thalamus, therefore mediating a monosynaptic excitatory
feedback loop (thalamus–cortex–thalamus). 25,57 This
monosynaptic bidirectional interaction between thalamus
and cortical layer VI was modeled by a four-layer thalamocortical network with the following cell types: cortical pyramidal cells (PY), cortical interneurons (IN), RE and TC
cells. The cellular models were single-compartments
containing intrinsic and synaptic currents, and were identical to a model introduced previously. 19
Every cell was described by the membrane equation:
X int X syn
Iji 2
Iki
3
Cm V_ i  2gL Vi 2 EL  2
j

k

where Vi is the membrane potential, Cm  1 mF/cm 2 is the
specific capacity of the membrane, gL is the leakage conductance and EL is the leakage reversal potential. Intrinsic and
synaptic currents are, respectively, represented by Ijiint and
Ikisyn .
Intrinsic currents were modeled using kinetic models of
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Fig. 1. Spatiotemporal distribution of spindle oscillations in cat cerebral cortex. The top scheme indicates the
localization of electrodes in area 5–7 of cat cortex (ES, ectosylvian gyrus; M, marginal gyrus; PC, postcruciate
gyrus; SS, suprasylvian gyrus). The three panels from left to right indicate recordings in naturally-sleeping
animals (Natural sleep), in anesthetized animals (Barbiturate anesthesia), and in natural sleep following cortical
depression (Depressed cortex). (A) Multisite field potentials during spindle oscillations. The local field potentials
recorded simultaneously in different sites are shown for three representative spindle sequences. (B) Initiation
patterns of spindle oscillations. The time of initiation of the oscillation was detected for each site (see Experimental Procedures). The relative initiation times were drawn as a line (vertical line  simultaneous), with one
different line for each spindle sequence. (C) Distribution of initiation times computed from the graphs in B.

the Hodgkin and Huxley 27 type. All models had Na 1 and K 1
currents for generating action potentials, which kinetics was
taken from a previous study. 52 Additional currents conferred
to the cells the most salient features of thalamic and cortical
intrinsic firing patterns (summarized in Fig. 3B). Thalamic
cells produced bursts of action potentials due to the presence
of a T-current. In TC cells, in addition to IT, the presence of
Ih conferred oscillatory properties. The upregulation of Ih by
intracellular Ca 21 led to waxing-and-waning properties of
these oscillations, as detailed in previous models. 21,22 In RE
cells, the T-current was of slower kinetics 28 as described in a
previous model. 23 Models for cortical cells were kept as
simple as possible. Interneurons contained no other current
than action potential, producing similar firing patterns as
“fast spiking” cells. 10 Pyramidal cells had one additional
voltage-dependent K 1 current responsible for spike adaptation (IM). Due to the presence of this current, cortical PY

cells generated adapting trains of action potentials, similar
to “regular spiking” pyramidal cells. 10
Synaptic currents were described by kinetic models of
postsynaptic receptors. When a spike occurred in the presynaptic cell, a brief pulse of transmitter (0.5 mM during
0.3 ms) was delivered to receptors that followed a simple
open/closed kinetic scheme, leading to a transient increase
of postsynaptic current. This simple scheme can account for
the time-course of most fast types of synaptic interaction. 20
The modeling of slow GABAB receptor-mediated inhibition
required a more complex scheme to capture the nonlinear
properties of this type of interaction. 20 The parameters of all
models for synaptic currents were adjusted to experimental
recordings using simplex fitting methods. 20 The effect of
barbiturates in slowing down GABAA currents 51 was also
taken into account (see details in Ref. 19).
The pattern of connectivity between the different cell
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types is schematized in Fig. 3A. The thalamic network was
identical to a previous model 22 with TC and RE cells reciprocally connected using a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) type of synaptic receptor
(TC ! RE) and GABAA and GABAB receptors (RE ! TC)
while RE cells inhibit each other via GABAA receptors.
Cortical cells were also reciprocally connected with
AMPA receptors (PY ! PY and PY ! IN) and a mixture
of GABAA and GABAB receptors (IN ! PY). Thalamocortical (TC ! PY and TC ! IN) and corticothalamic
(PY ! TC and PY ! RE) projections were mediated by
AMPA receptors. No qualitative effect was observed when
N-methyl-d-aspartate receptors were added to all excitatory
connections (25% of maximal conductance of AMPA receptors) and were therefore not included.
The thalamocortical network was organized in four onedimensional layers with 100 cells of each type; each layer
made connections with other layers (Fig. 3A). The intrinsic
connectivity in the thalamus and the cortex was topographic
and the axonal projections extended over 11 cells, similarly
to a previous study of thalamic networks. 22 Projections
between thalamus and cortex were also topographic, but
more divergent, consistent with anatomical studies. 29,33,40
The anatomical bases underlying this type of connectivity
were detailed in previous papers. 19,22
In a previous study, 19 it was shown that calculating average membrane potentials using an intersite distance of 11
cells led to similar propagation velocity as in experiments,
suggesting that this distance roughly corresponds to the
interelectrode distance of 1 mm in the experimental setup.
The network of 100 cells therefore represents about 9 mm of
cerebral cortex and each cortical cell represents a volume of
about 90 mm diameter in cortex (1 mm/11), which represents about 315 cortical neurons (assuming a density of
100,000 neurons/mm 3).
All cells of each type received an identical pattern of
synaptic connections and had identical intrinsic properties,
with the exception of TC cells. Ih conductance values were
randomly distributed among TC cells across the network
such that several TC cells were spontaneous oscillators 19
and served as initiation sites from where the oscillation
spread to the whole network. In these conditions, the
network generated spindle oscillations with similar cellular
discharge patterns as in experiments and was robust to
change in parameters. 19
The effect of cortical excitability was integrated into
model pyramidal cells as follows. First, the resting
membrane potential was set to a more depolarized value
in cortical PY cells (260 mV instead of 270 mV), mimicking the effect of several neuromodulators in closing leak K 1
currents. 35 Second, the IM conductance responsible for adaptation in cortical PY cells was reduced (from 0.07 mS/cm 2
to 0.02 mS/cm 2), to mimic the effect of acetylcholine, noradrenaline and metabotropic glutamate receptor agonists. 56
These two actions resulted in resting membrane potentials
of PY cells closer to in vivo recordings during light barbiturate anesthesia (between 260 and 270 mV). All other
parameters remained constant in order to investigate specifically the effect of increasing the excitability of cortical
pyramidal cells.
The effect of enhancing excitability was also tested for
other cell types in the network. In IN cells, the resting level
was varied from 290 to 260 mV. In thalamic cells, the leak
K 1 current was decreased by 2 nS (TC cells) and the leak
conductance was reduced to 40% of its control value (RE
cells). These changes led to increased excitability because of
a larger input resistance and/or more depolarized resting
levels. These effects are similar to the action of several
neuromodulators such as noradrenaline and serotonin, 35
although the effects on voltage-dependent currents were
not included for simplicity.
Simulations were done using NEURON 26 and analyses
were performed using C programs based on a library of

numerical algorithms. 39 All simulations and analyses were
run on a Sparc 20 workstation (Sun Microsystems,
Mountain View, CA).
RESULTS

Analysis of experimental data is shown first, to
illustrate that the spatiotemporal coherence of the
same type of oscillations can differ for different
states of the cortex. Then, a computational model
is introduced to test the hypothesis that the state of
excitability of the cortex can control the coherence
of oscillations, with no need for specific intrathalamic mechanisms.
Spatiotemporal coherence of spindle oscillations
During natural sleep, electroencephalogram
(EEG) recordings in humans and LFPs in the suprasylvian cortex of cats revealed that spontaneous
spindles appear coherently over distances up to
15 mm. 14 Spindle sequences were analysed from
three naturally-sleeping cats (n  24) at the onset
of slow-wave sleep. An array of eight equidistant
extracellular electrodes was used to record simultaneously in different sites of the cortex (see scheme in
Fig. 1). Sleep spindle oscillations appeared with a
remarkable synchrony among the eight electrodes
(Fig. 1A, Natural sleep).
The relative initiation times of the oscillation at
each electrode were calculated from multisite LFPs
(see Experimental Procedures) and are illustrated in
Fig. 1B (Natural sleep). Spindle sequences (n  24)
analysed from naturally sleeping cats initiated
within time windows of the order of 0.05 ^ 0.03 s
(mean ^ S.D.), corresponding to an average velocity
of 140 mm/s. The distribution of initiation times
(Fig. 1C, Natural sleep) was relatively narrow and
had a standard deviation of s  31 ms.
During barbiturate anesthesia, similar to the early
phase of slow-wave sleep, the activity of the cortex
is dominated by spindle oscillations. These oscillations are of slower frequency than natural sleep spindles (6–8 Hz vs 10–12 Hz), but they have the same
cellular correlates. 47,48 They are also known to be
highly coherent over the cortical hemisphere. 3
However, at closer scrutiny, it appeared that barbiturate spindles initiate in looser time windows
compared to natural sleep (Fig. 1A). Measuring the
initiation times of these oscillations (n  35; Fig. 1B,
Barbiturate anesthesia) led to time windows of about
0.20 ^ 0.13 s (average velocity of 35 mm/s). Figure
1B also shows that, not only the initiation time is
loose, but there is considerable variability in the
number of initiation sites, their relative timing and
their location from one sequence to the next. The
distribution of initiation times (Fig. 1C, Barbiturate
anesthesia) was broad (standard deviation of
s  139 ms).
The highly coherent patterns of natural sleep
spindles can be disrupted by artificial depression of
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the cortex. 12 During the recovery period following
cortical depression induced by potassium acetate in
natural sleep, spindles appear as the first sign of
activity. Spindle waves recorded at that time, before
the cortex had completely recovered, were analysed
and are shown in Fig. 1A (Depressed cortex). The
depression of the cortex during natural sleep led to
similar patterns of initiation of spindles as during
barbiturate anesthesia (Fig. 1A).
Measuring initiation times in two cats (n  27),
during the recovery period of spreading depression
(Fig. 1B, Depressed cortex), showed that oscillations
initiated within time windows of 0.18 ^ 0.11 s
(average velocity of 39 mm/s). Similar to barbiturate
anesthesia, there was considerable variability in the
number, location and timing of initiation sites (Fig.
1B). After complete recovery from cortical depression, the synchrony of spindles came back to that of
natural sleep in control conditions 12 and so did their
patterns of initiation (not shown). The distribution of
initiation times (Fig. 1C, Depressed cortex) was
similar to that obtained during barbiturate anesthesia
(standard deviation of s  108 ms).
A decrease in spatiotemporal coherence during
anesthesia and cortical depression was apparent in
the spatiotemporal distribution of activity across the
cortex. Spatiotemporal maps were constructed by
representing LFP negativity as a function of distance
and time (Fig. 2, top panels). During natural sleep,
oscillatory activity began almost simultaneously
over all electrodes (Fig. 2, Natural sleep). The oscillations were synchronized, as indicated by the
formation of yellow (maximum local activity) and
blue (local silence) stripes at 10–12 Hz. Barbiturate
spindles occurred at lower frequency (6–8 Hz) and
were less organized than natural sleep (Fig. 2, Barbiturate). The oscillation began simultaneously at one
or several sites and subsequently invaded the rest of
the recorded area. The first spindle illustrated in the
middle-top panel of Fig. 2 shows two initiation sites,
while the other ones show a single site for initiation.
The last column shows a local oscillation that did not
invade the network. Blue–yellow stripes were not
perfectly horizontal, which indicates the existence
of phase shifts among the cortical sites. Cortical
depression drastically reduced the spatiotemporal
coherence of natural sleep spindles, as shown by
the more disorganized pattern of activity (Fig. 2,
Depressed cortex), similar to barbiturate anesthesia.
The spatiotemporal coherence was characterized
by evaluating the decay of correlations with distance
in the cortex (Fig. 2, bottom panels), for distances of
0 to 7 mm in steps of 1 mm as determined by the
configuration of the recording electrodes. During
natural sleep, correlations showed a limited decay
with distance, showing values above 0.75 for
distances up to 7 mm. The space constant was
l  25 mm (see Experimental Procedures). During
barbiturate anesthesia or following cortical depression, spatial correlations had a more marked decay
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with distance. In this case, spatial correlation
attained values around 0.3–0.4 for distances up to
7 mm and the space constant was of l  5.4 mm and
l  6.5 mm, respectively. When comparing natural
sleep to barbiturate or depressed cortex, the space
constant was reduced four to five times, similar to
the difference in initiation times (see above).
This analysis shows that sleep spindle oscillations
appear highly synchronously, almost simultaneously
over cortical distances of several millimeters. On the
other hand, during anesthesia or following cortical
depression, the same oscillations are less coherent.
A possible mechanism to account for these observations is investigated below.
Computational models of cortical excitability
As spindle oscillations are generated in the thalamus, an immediate suggestion would be that different states of coherence of these oscillations
correspond to different states in the thalamic circuitry. However, the decreased coherence following
cortical depression indicates that this is not a consequence of intrathalamic mechanisms alone. We
suggest here that this difference is due to the influence of the cortex on the thalamus via corticothalamic feedback. This is supported by experiments
showing the decisive effect of corticothalamic feedback on intrathalamic coherence. 13 The main
hypothesis explored below is that differences in
coherence of thalamic-generated oscillations are
due to different levels of cortical excitability.
It is known that the excitability of cortical pyramidal cells is regulated by a number of factors. First,
the excitability of the cortical network is considerably higher during the awake state. Ascending activating systems from brain stem, basal forebrain and
posterior hypothalamus release neuromodulatory
substances such as acetylcholine, noradrenaline,
serotonin and histamine in cortex and thalamus. 43
Stimulation of these regions results in a marked
depolarization of intracellularly recorded pyramidal
cells 44 and a subsequent increase in excitability.
Second, extracellular application of neuromodulatory substances in cortical slices induces a depolarization of cortical pyramidal neurons and increase of
their excitability. 36–38 For instance, it was shown that
subthreshold stimuli can become suprathreshold in
the presence of acetylcholine. 36 Third, neuromodulators such as acetylcholine and noradrenaline act on
pyramidal cells via diminution of the conductances
responsible for adaptation of firing and closing of
leak K 1 currents. 32,35,56
In this model, cortical excitability was incorporated through effects on pyramidal cells mainly. In
control conditions, the resting membrane potential
of cortical pyramidal cells was around 270 mV and
the spike frequency adaptation was important (Fig.
3B). This behavior was similar to pyramidal cells
recorded in vitro 10,11 and in vivo during barbiturate
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Fig. 2. Diminished spatiotemporal coherence of spindle oscillations during anesthesia and cortical depression.
(Top panels) Spatiotemporal maps of the distribution of electrical activity across the cortex were constructed by
assigning a color to the value of the field potential at each electrode; the color scale ranged in 10 steps from the
baseline (blue) to 2100 mV (yellow). Time was divided in frames each representing a snapshot of 4 ms of cortical
activity and arranged in columns from top to bottom. A total of about 18 s of activity (4560 frames) is shown in
six columns (arrow is one second). Each frame consisted of eight color spots, each corresponding to the LFP of
one electrode from anterior to posterior (left to right in each column). (Bottom panels) Decay of correlations with
distance. Cross-correlations were computed for all possible pairs of sites and the value at time zero was represented as a function of the intersite distance in the cortex. Each point is an average over different combination of
sites, and 10 different epochs of 2 s; vertical bars indicate the standard deviation. Continuous lines indicate the
best fit using a decaying exponential.

anesthesia. 49 A state of enhanced excitability was
simulated in pyramidal cells by reducing the IM

conductance, leading to less prominent spike
frequency adaptation (Fig. 3B, Enhanced excitability),
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Fig. 3. Connectivity and firing patterns of thalamic and cortical cells in the model. (A) Diagram indicating the
connectivity between the different cell types. Synaptic connections were simulated by kinetic models of postsynaptic receptors (AMPA receptors for excitatory connections and a mixture of GABAA and GABAB receptors
for inhibitory connections; see Experimental Procedures). Thalamocortical (TC) relay cells do not connect to
each other but project to all other cell types in the network (a). Cortical pyramidal (PY) cells and interneurons
(IN) form a network with local connectivity (b). PY cells contact all cell types in the network (c). Thalamic
reticular (RE) cells form an inhibitory network and project to TC cells (d). (B) Intrinsic firing patterns were
simulated using models of the Hodgkin–Huxley type. The intrinsic firing patterns were: regular-spiking PY cell
(depolarizing pulse of 0.75 nA during 200 ms; 270 mV rest), fast spiking IN (same pulse), bursting RE cell
(pulse of 0.3 nA during 10 ms) and rebound burst in a TC cell (pulse of 2 0.1 nA during 200 ms). The response of
the cortical PY cell is shown in control conditions and with enhanced excitability (reduced IM and more depolarized rest; see Experimental Procedures).

similar to intracellularly-recorded neocortical
neurons in awake cats. 6 The resting membrane
potential was also more depolarized, around
260 mV, as reported from intracellular studies in
awake cats. 6
To investigate the effect of enhancing pyramidal cell excitability at the network level, a onedimensional network was constructed with 50
cortical pyramidal cells (PY) with spike frequency
adaptation and 50 cortical interneurons (IN) with
no frequency adaptation (cells shown in Fig. 3B).
Excitatory interactions (PY ! PY and PY ! IN)
were mediated by AMPA receptors while
inhibitory interactions (IN ! PY) were mediated
by a mixture of GABAA and GABAB receptors.
Connections were local, with each cell type contacting the 11 closest neighbors for each type of
connection.
In control conditions, with all cortical cells having
a resting level of 270 mV, an initial discharge did
not propagate beyond the stimulation site (Fig.
4A1). This is consistent with experiments in cortical
slices that show a very limited horizontal propagation of discharges in normal conditions. 9 This
limited spatial propagation can also be seen from
spatiotemporal maps of the distribution of electrical
activity across the network (Fig. 4B, 270 mV). The
initial stimulus evoked excitatory postsynaptic
potentials (EPSPs) in neighboring PY cells, but did
not evoke spikes.

A radically different behavior was seen when the
excitability of pyramidal cells was enhanced. Figure
4A2 shows the same simulation as in Fig. 4A1 with
more depolarized rest and decreased IM conductance
in PY cells. In these conditions, the previously
subthreshold EPSPs became suprathreshold and led
to the propagation of discharges across the network.
The same phenomenon is shown in Fig. 4B for
different values of the resting membrane potential.
With resting levels of 267 and 263 mV, the initial
discharge led to spiking of neighboring cells, but the
discharge did not propagate further. With 260 and
255 mV rest, the initial discharge propagated across
the network. The propagation velocity was fast, with
a velocity of about 100–200 mm/s assuming the
distance correspondence of 11 cells for 1 mm (see
Experimental Procedures). The velocity was proportional to the difference between the resting level and
action potential threshold (not shown). At 255 mV,
the cell was resting just below action potential
threshold and in this case, the propagation velocity
was maximal.
These simulations show that, for this parameter
range, the resting potential of pyramidal cells is critical to determine the extent of spread of discharges
across the network. Simulations realized for other
sets of parameters, including different values of
excitatory and inhibitory conductances, led to similar results (not shown). The critical value of the
resting level to allow fast-propagating discharges
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Fig. 4. Fast-propagating discharges in a network of cortical pyramidal cells and inhibitory interneurons. 50
pyramidal cells and 50 interneurons were simulated. The first 10 cells were fired by injecting a depolarizing
current pulse (arrow; pulse of 1 nA during 20 ms). (A) Cellular patterns of discharge. A simulation in control
conditions (A1; all cells resting at 270 mV; IM conductance of 0.07 mS/cm 2) is compared to the same simulation
with enhanced excitability of cortical pyramidal cells (A2; 260 mV rest for PY cells; IM conductance reduced to
0.02 mS/cm 2). Cells 1, 11, 21, 31, 41 and 50 are shown for each type. (B) Spatial patterns of discharge. The same
simulation as in A was performed, but the resting level of PY cells was varied from 270 to 255 mV (IM
conductance of 0.07 mS/cm 2 for 270 mV and 0.02 mS/cm 2 for all other cases). For each case, a spatiotemporal
map of the distribution of electrical activity is shown, where the membrane potential of PY cells is shown in the
horizontal axis, while the vertical axis represents time (from top to bottom; calibration arrow indicates 50 ms).
The voltage was coded using the grey-scale shown below. Synaptic conductances were 0.6 mS (PY ! PY AMPA
receptors), 0.2 mS (PY ! IN AMPA receptors), 0.15 mS (IN ! PY GABAA receptors) and 0.03 mS (IN ! PY
GABAB receptors).
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Fig. 5. Cellular patterns of oscillations in a thalamocortical network. The network had four layers of PY, IN, RE
and TC cells as schematized in Fig. 3A. (A1) Spontaneous spindle oscillation in control conditions. Five cells of
each type, equally spaced in the network, are shown with 0.5 ms time step. (A2) Detail of the initiation of the
same spindle wave with five times higher temporal resolution. (B1) Spontaneous spindle oscillation with
enhanced excitability of cortical pyramidal cells. Same parameters and description as in A, except that PY
cells had a more depolarized resting membrane potential of 260 mV and a reduced IM current. (B2) Same
simulation at higher temporal resolution. In both cases, the oscillation initiated by the discharge of one or several
TC cells (asterisks indicate an initiator TC cell). Synaptic conductances were 0.2 mS (TC ! RE AMPA receptors), 0.2 mS (RE ! RE GABAA receptors), 0.02 mS (RE ! TC GABAA receptors), 0.04 mS (RE ! TC GABAB
receptors), 1.2 mS (TC ! PY AMPA receptors), 0.4 mS (TC ! IN AMPA receptors), 0.01 mS (PY ! TC AMPA
receptors), 1.2 mS (PY ! RE AMPA receptors. All other synaptic conductances were identical to Fig. 4.

depended on the values of excitatory synaptic
conductances as propagation is a direct consequence
of the effectiveness of pyramidal-to-pyramidal
EPSPs.

Effect of enhancing the excitability of cortical
pyramidal cells
Next, the role of cortical excitability was
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investigated at the level of the thalamocortical
network. The thalamocortical network was identical
to that introduced previously to model interactions
between cortex and thalamus in the genesis of
spindle oscillations. 19 In addition to the onedimensional cortical network described above, the
model included thalamic RE and TC cells. Each
cell type was modeled by a single compartment
comprising calcium- and voltage-dependent currents
identified in these cells and which account for their
intrinsic firing properties (Fig. 3B).
Thalamic cells and their connectivity were identical to a previous model of thalamic oscillations 22
based on experiments on ferret thalamic slices. TC
and RE cells both generated low-threshold spikes
due to the presence of a T-type calcium current
(Fig. 3B) and TC cells had an additional inward
current Ih which, in combination with IT, generated
intrinsic oscillatory behavior in TC cells. A calciumdependent regulation of Ih accounted for the waxing
and waning properties of oscillations. The model
had two one-dimensional layers of 100 TC and
100 RE cells with each cell type contacting its 11
closest neighbors for each connection type. Intrinsic
thalamic connectivity was mediated by AMPA
receptors (TC ! RE), a mixture of GABAA and
GABAB receptors (RE ! TC) and GABAA receptors
(RE ! RE).
The thalamocortical network thus comprised four
one-dimensional layers (TC, RE, IN and PY) of 100
cells each (Fig. 3A). The connectivity between
thalamic and cortical was more extended than intracortical and intrathalamic axonal projections, such
as to contact 21 cells. These connections were
mediated by AMPA receptors (TC ! PY,
TC ! IN, PY ! RE and PY ! TC). More details
on the network structure and biophysical models of
ionic currents are given in Experimental Procedures
and in a previous paper. 19
This model included the hypothetical mechanism
that cortical feedback produces dominant inhibitory
postsynaptic potentials (IPSP) on TC cells, as
explored in detail previously. 19 The “IPSP dominance” was implemented through strong corticothalamic EPSPs on RE cells, together with weaker
direct EPSPs on TC cells. The resulting effect was
that excitation of corticothalamic axons evoked a net
inhibitory effect on TC cells, as observed experimentally in vivo. 1,16,42 The model established that
this was the most optimal way for the cortex to
recruit oscillations in the thalamus, because TC
cells are powerfully recruited by IPSPs due to their
rebound burst mechanisms. 19
The behavior of such a network with 100 cells of
each type is shown in Fig. 5. In control conditions,
spindle oscillations started with the spontaneous
firing of one or several TC cells (Fig. 5A). Several
initiation sites occurred in the thalamus because of
the heterogeneity of TC cells, as analysed
previously. 19 Cortical initiation was also possible

and was investigated in detail previously (see Fig.
9 in Ref. 19). The “initiator TC cells” of Fig. 5A (*)
recruited the rest of the network through successive
thalamus–cortex–thalamus recruitment loops, such
that the oscillation generalized to the entire network
within a few cycles. This model was shown to
account for a number of different properties of barbiturate spindles, such as their patterns of initiation,
synchrony and propagation following low-intensity
cortical stimulation. 19
The same simulation was performed with
enhanced excitability of cortical pyramidal cells
(Fig. 5B). As above, the augmentation of excitability
was implemented through a decreased IM conductance and a more depolarized level of 260 mV. In
these conditions, the network displayed spindle
oscillations with similar cellular characteristics
as in control conditions. A marked difference,
however, was that the oscillations invaded the extent
of the network more rapidly, in about one cycle of
the oscillation. This effect is clearly seen if local
average membrane potentials of pyramidal cells
are computed at equidistant sites (Fig. 6A and
scheme). These average values reveal that in control
conditions, the oscillation initiated almost simultaneously in two different sites (indicated by asterisks
in Fig. 6A). With enhanced cortical excitability, the
oscillation synchronized within a narrower time
window.
The increased synchrony with enhanced cortical
excitability was essentially due to the more depolarized resting level of PY cells. The contribution of the
decreased IM conductance was also significant, but
less important in magnitude at the network level (not
shown). The mechanism was that a substantial
proportion of corticocortical and thalamocortical
EPSPs in PY cells were subthreshold at a resting
membrane potential of 270 mV and became suprathreshold at 260 mV, similarly to Fig. 4. The
spontaneous firing of initiator TC cells initiated a
fast-propagating discharge in the cortex (similar to
Fig. 4A2) that in turn recruited the rest of thalamus
into the oscillation. Consistent with this observation,
suppressing PY ! PY connections in the simulation
of Fig. 5B led to similar initiation patterns as in Fig.
5A (not shown). Therefore, in the enhanced cortical
excitability state, intracortical excitatory connections are more powerful, which results in a more
compact network in which oscillations generalize
more quickly.
For this mechanism to occur, it was important that
the corticothalamic feedback acted through IPSP
dominance on TC cells. If the discharge of pyramidal cells evoked too strong direct EPSPs on TC cells,
the resulting shunt between cortical EPSPs and reticular IPSPs would not recruit oscillations in the TC
cell, and the oscillations would remain local. If
corticothalamic feedback mostly evoked IPSPs in
TC cells, through discharging RE cells, then oscillations were efficiently evoked in the entire system
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Fig. 6. Effect of enhancing cortical excitability on the spatiotemporal distribution of oscillations. Simulated
spindle oscillations are shown for control conditions and when the excitability of cortical pyramidal cells was
enhanced (left and right panels, respectively; simulations identical to Fig. 5). (A) Local average membrane
potentials. 21 adjacent PY cells, taken at eight equally-spaced sites on the network (see scheme on top), were
used to calculate each average. Asterisks indicate two simultaneous initiation sites. (B) Patterns of initiation. The
onset of the oscillation was estimated from local averaged membrane potentials using the same procedure as in
Fig. 1B. (C) Distribution of initiation times computed from B, similarly as in Fig. 1C.

through the rebound burst property of TC cells, similar to a mechanism described previously. 19
Spatiotemporal coherence of simulated oscillations
To compare the model to experimental data, similar analyses as for LFPs were performed from the
average local potentials of the model of Fig. 6A.
Initiation times of simulated spindles were
constructed from local averaged potentials, using
the same criteria as for Fig. 1B. Spindle sequences
(n  32) were analysed in control conditions and
initiated within time windows of 0.2 ^ 0.1 s (Fig.
6B, left panel). These values were comparable to
that obtained during barbiturate anesthesia and

depressed cortex. Spindle sequences (n  20) with
enhanced cortical excitability initiated within time
windows of about 0.06 ^ 0.03 s (Fig. 6B, right
panel), comparable to natural sleep spindles. The
distribution of initiation times (Fig. 6C) also
displayed standard deviation that were similar to
experiments (s  126 ms and 24 ms for control
and enhanced cortical excitability, respectively).
The similarity between the distribution of initiation times in the model and experiments (compare
Fig. 1C with Fig. 6C), suggests that the intersite
distance of 11 cells, used to calculate averages in
the model, roughly corresponds to the interelectrode
distance of 1 mm in the experiments. The propagation velocity of oscillations evoked by low-intensity
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Fig. 7. Effect of enhancing cortical excitability on the spatiotemporal coherence of oscillations. Simulated
spindle oscillations are shown for control conditions and for enhanced excitability of PY cells (left and right
panels, respectively). (Top panels) Spatiotemporal maps of local averaged potentials. Maps were obtained from
the simulations shown in Fig. 5, with time running from top to bottom (arrow of 1 s) in steps of 10 ms. In each
column, the membrane potential is represented with a color scale ranging from 2 90 mV or below (blue) to
2 40 mV or above (yellow; see scale). (Bottom panels) Decay of correlations with distance, calculated from local
averaged potentials. Spatiotemporal maps and correlations are displayed using the same procedures and scales as
in Fig. 2.

cortical stimulation in experiments 14 is comparable
to that of models using the same distance correspondence, 19 which indicates that the same model is
consistent with both types of experiments, with
one cell in the model representing about 315 neurons
in the real cortex (see Experimental Procedures).
The effect of enhancing the excitability of cortical

pyramidal cells on the coherence of oscillations is
also apparent in spatiotemporal maps of the distribution of activity (Fig. 7). In control conditions, oscillatory activity began in one or two sites and
progressively invaded the network (Fig. 7, left
color panel). The oscillations had comparable
synchrony and phase shifts as during barbiturate
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anesthesia (compare with Fig. 2, Barbiturate). With
enhanced cortical excitability, the simultaneity and
synchrony of oscillations were enhanced, while
phase shifts were reduced (Fig. 7C, right color
panel).
The influence of cortical excitability on spatiotemporal coherence was also evidenced by calculating the decay of correlations with distance from
local averaged potentials (Fig. 7, bottom panels).
Spindles simulated in control conditions gave rise
to correlation decay with a space constant of
l  4.36 (in units of intersite distance). With
enhanced cortical excitability, correlations stayed
high for larger distances (space constant of
l  8.36), although not as high as in natural sleep.
However, similar to experiments, enhancing cortical
excitability produced an increase of spatiotemporal
coherence, as shown by a less steep correlation
decay.
Effect of enhancing the excitability of different cell
types
To compare the effect described above for pyramidal cells with that of other cell types, we have
performed simulations in which the excitability of
other cell types was altered. We tested whether similar results as above, obtained with enhanced pyramidal cell excitability (Fig. 8A), could also be
obtained by changing the excitability of other cellular elements. The excitability of cortical interneurons was changed by using a more depolarized
resting level, which enhanced the discharge following depolarizing inputs (Fig. 8B, left). However, this
change had no significant effect at the network level
(Fig. 8B, right). On the other hand, decreasing the
excitability of interneurons, by using more hyperpolarized resting level, led to epileptic-like discharges (not shown). In this case, the disinhibited
pyramidal cells fired strong discharges and entrained
the network in a ,3 Hz oscillation, similar to the
analysis of a previous model of spike-and-wave. 17
It is indeed known from experimental data that
blocking GABAA receptors in cerebral cortex leads
to spike-and-wave seizures at 2–3 Hz. 42a,43a
Enhancing the excitability of thalamic cells was
also investigated. In RE cells, the excitability was
changed by using a smaller leak conductance, similar to the effect of noradrenaline on these cells. 35
This resulted in stronger burst discharges (Fig. 8C,
left). In network simulations, enhancing the excitability of RE cells had a marked effect on oscillation
frequency, as analysed previously, 17 but there was
no prominent effect on the simultaneity and spatiotemporal coherence of oscillations (Fig. 8C, right).
In TC cells, the excitability was enhanced by using
smaller leak K 1 currents, mimicking the effect of
acetylcholine and noradrenaline in these cells. 35
This resulted in lower burst threshold in response
to hyperpolarizing current (Fig. 8D, left). At the
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network level, enhancing TC cell excitability led
to significantly shorter spindle oscillations (not
shown) but had no significant effect on spatiotemporal coherence (Fig. 8D, right).
These simulations indicate that the excitability of
cortical pyramidal cells seems to be the most critical
cellular parameter that affects the simultaneity and
spatiotemporal coherence of oscillations generated
by thalamocortical loops.
DISCUSSION

This report has presented a numerical analysis of
multisite field potentials in cat cerebral cortex during
synchronized spindle oscillations. A possible cellular mechanism was suggested to explain these
results and this mechanism was tested using a
computational model of corticothalamic interactions. We relate here these experimental results
to previous studies, discuss the plausibility of the
proposed cellular mechanism, and provide predictions to test the validity of this mechanism.
The spatiotemporal coherence of sleep spindle
oscillations
Sleep spindles are a classical landmark of the
onset of slow-wave sleep in the human EEG. In
cats, sleep spindles are a prominent feature of the
onset of slow-wave sleep and also are the most
prominent manifestation in the EEG during barbiturate anesthesia. These “barbiturate spindles” have
the same cellular features as natural sleep spindles,
namely they are generated in thalamic circuits
following complex interactions involving RE and
TC cells. 47,48,55
In the human EEG as well as in barbiturateanesthetized animals, spindle oscillations appear
nearly simultaneously in both hemispheres. The
coherence of spindle oscillations has been re-examined here, by comparing three different states:
natural sleep, barbiturate anesthesia and natural
sleep with depressed cortex. In all cases, oscillations
appeared nearly simultaneously in neighboring
recording electrodes in the cortex. However, at
closer scrutiny, systematic differences were apparent. This paper provided a quantification of the
spatiotemporal distribution of electrical activity
across the cortex, the patterns of initiation and the
decay of correlations with distance. It appeared that
oscillations may manifest different degree of spatiotemporal coherence in the cortex: the remarkable
synchrony during natural sleep contrasts with the
variability of initiation patterns during barbiturate
anesthesia or natural sleep with depressed cortex.
Early studies with multiple electrodes in vivo 53,54
showed spindle oscillations initiating at different
times, suggesting that they were propagating across
the network. In contrast, our results do not show
systematic propagation (Fig. 1A). During the less
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Fig. 8. Effect of enhancing the excitability of different cell types. Simulations were run in which all cell types
were identical to the control simulation of Fig. 5A, except that one cell type had enhanced excitability. For each
cell type, the left panels show the effect of enhancing excitability on the discharge of the cell, and the right panel
shows its effect at the network level by showing the distribution of initiation times obtained for 20 simulated
spindle sequences. (A) Enhancing the excitability of PY cells (lower IM conductance, from 0.07 to 0.02 mS/cm 2,
and lower resting level, from 270 to 260 mV) had an effect both on cellular response (left; current pulse of
0.75 nA during 200 ms) and on network behavior (right; same simulations as shown in Fig. 6). (B) Enhancing the
excitability of IN cells (lower resting level, from 270 to 260 mV) had an effect on cellular discharges (left;
current pulse of 0.5 nA during 200 ms) but not on network behavior (right). (C) Enhancing the excitability of RE
cells (lower leak conductance, from 0.05 mS/cm 2 to 0.02 mS/cm 2) affected burst responses (left; current pulse of
0.3 nA during 10 ms) but network behavior was minimally affected (right). (D) Enhancing the excitability of TC
cells (lower leak K 1 conductance, from 3 nS to 1 nS) affected burst threshold (hyperpolarizing current pulse of
20.03 nA during 200 ms) but had little effect on network behavior. All histograms shown in light grey correspond
to the control simulation of Fig. 6C.

coherent state, initiation patterns show differences of
one to three cycles of the oscillation, revealing
propagating patterns at neighboring sites within
time windows of less than 500 ms (see electrodes
1 to 5 in Fig. 1A, Barbiturate anesthesia). However,
these propagating patterns were local in both time
and space and the oscillations came quickly (less
than 500 ms) to a state where the entire system
oscillated in unison. These results are in accordance
with earlier studies in cats during barbiturate
anesthesia, showing high variability in the patterns

of oscillations, with local propagation and largescale synchrony over large cortical territories. 4 Our
in vivo recordings contrast with thalamic slices
showing systematic propagation. 30 Computational
models showed that systematic propagating patterns
in isolated thalamic circuits are indeed compatible
with more simultaneous patterns in intact thalamocortical circuits. 19
During natural sleep, by contrast with barbiturate
spindles, the initiation patterns of oscillations are
much more strict and less variable (Fig. 1B), the
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spatiotemporal coherence is enhanced (Fig. 2, top)
and correlations decay less steeply with distance
(Fig. 2, bottom). These features show that natural
sleep oscillations represent a state of enhanced
large-scale synchrony compared to barbiturate
spindles. Interestingly, artificial depression of the
cortex during natural sleep leads to similar patterns
of large-scale synchrony as during barbiturate
anesthesia (Figs. 1 and 2). This indicates that the
underlying mechanism must involve cortical cells,
contrary to the exclusively intrathalamic synchronizing mechanisms proposed by Andersen and
Andersson. 3
A cellular mechanism for large-scale synchrony
How can changes in the cortex affect the synchrony of thalamic-generated oscillations with no
change in the thalamus? The hypothesis explored by
the model is that this effect could be due to a change in
the excitability of cortical cells, acting on the thalamus through corticothalamic feedback projections.
The first component in this mechanism is the
nature of corticothalamic feedback. In vivo recordings consistently show that the cortex is very effective in recruiting oscillations in the thalamus. 14,42,50
In models, this feature could be obtained only if
cortical EPSPs were very effective on RE cells and
had less direct effect on TC cells. 19 Consistent with
this, intracellular recordings of TC cells in vivo consistently showed dominant IPSPs in TC cells following cortical stimulation 1,16,42 while lesioning the RE
nucleus revealed EPSPs in TC cells. 16 Modeling
studies established that this property of “IPSP dominance” in TC cells is the most optimal way for the
cortex to recruit oscillations in the thalamus. 19
The second component is the role of cortical
excitability. Depressing cortical responsiveness,
either by using extracellular potassium or with
barbiturates, increases the threshold EPSP needed
to fire pyramidal cells. Consequently, an oscillation
would need several cycles to invade the entire
network, as several successive cortex–thalamus–
cortex recruitment loops are necessary before the
network oscillates in unison (Fig. 6; Fig. 7, Control).
In a more responsive cortex, with more depolarized
pyramidal cells, a significant proportion of subthreshold EPSPs became suprathreshold. The consequence was that the more excitable cortex generated
fast-propagating discharges, providing a very coherent feedback onto the thalamus, and generating
highly synchronized oscillations in the entire system
(Fig. 6; Fig. 7, Enhanced excitability).
This mechanism is consistent with the available
data suggesting a great difference of excitability
during natural sleep and barbiturate anesthesia.
First, the discharge rate of cortical pyramidal cells
is greatly reduced with barbiturates, proportional to
the depth of anesthesia 31 whereas natural sleep is
characterized by a similar average discharge rate
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as the awake state. 24,46 Second, the early phases of
natural sleep, during which most spindles occur, are
still characterized by a relatively high level of
discharge of activating systems from brainstem,
basal forebrain and posterior hypothalamus. 43
Third, intracellular recordings of cortical pyramidal
cells show that the resting level of the membrane is
significantly lower during barbiturate anesthesia
(270 to 280 mV in Ref. 49), compared to the depolarized level following stimulation of activating
systems (about 260 mV in Ref. 44).
The present model described an effect on largescale synchrony similar to the effect seen in experiments over distances of about 7 mm in cerebral
cortex. Can similar mechanisms apply to larger
cortical distances? An attracting possibility would
be that EPSPs from the rostral intralaminar thalamic
neurons become suprathreshold when pyramidal
cells have a more depolarized resting level, leading
to enhanced large-scale synchrony. Thalamic intralaminar neurons project over widespread neocortical
areas and tend to contact cortical neurons distally
in layer I. 29 It was proposed that intralaminar
neurons play an important role in co-ordinating
oscillations over the entire cortical mantle. 34,41 The
observation that these neurons discharge robust
spike bursts within each cycle of spindle oscillations 45 suggests that they may also play a significant
role in co-ordinating the coherence of spindles. We
suggest that cortical pyramidal cells are sensitive to
intralaminar EPSPs only when they are in a more
excitable state, with resting level around 260 mV,
leading to synchrony that extends over wide cortical
territories. More information about the electrophysiological properties and connectivity of intralaminar cells would be needed to investigate this
hypothesis further.
Predictions
The first prediction provided by the model is that
the excitability of cortical cells greatly affects the
spread of discharges (Fig. 4). It is known that in
neocortical slices, local stimulation of the white
matter produces limited horizontal propagation, 2,9,15
but the application of GABAA antagonists generates
epileptic discharges which propagate very efficiently
in the horizontal direction. 2,9 We suggest that, in
addition to GABAA antagonists, horizontal propagation should be markedly enhanced in cortical slices
by using extracellular application of neuromodulators, such as acetylcholine or noradrenaline, through
an increase of excitability of cortical pyramidal
cells. The velocity of these fast-propagating discharges (100–200 mm/s) depends on the level of
excitability (Fig. 4B) and therefore should be dependent on the neuromodulator concentration. At the
level of the thalamocortical system, fast-propagating
cortical discharges should also be detectable by
high-resolution optical recording methods in vivo.
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Second, the model predicts that natural sleep
and barbiturate anesthesia correspond to different
levels of resting membrane potential in cortical
pyramidal cells. If intracellular recordings could be
performed in neocortical pyramidal cells during
natural sleep, the model predicts that it should
reveal a relatively depolarized resting level, close
to 260 mV, compared to the hyperpolarized resting
level of 270 mV to 280 mV typical of barbiturate
anesthesia.
Third, propagating oscillatory waves may be
different during natural sleep. It was shown that
during barbiturate anesthesia, low-intensity electrical stimulation of the cortex can induce propagating
oscillatory waves. 14 These propagating oscillations
resisted cortical transection, 14 suggesting little
involvement of horizontal intracortical connections.
The present model suggests that, contrary to these
barbiturate spindles, intracortical connections
should have a critical role in the simultaneity of
natural sleep spindles. This directly predicts that,
during natural sleep, propagating oscillations
evoked by cortical stimulation should not occur. A
corollary prediction is that cortical transection

should affect the spatiotemporal patterns and
synchrony of natural sleep spindle oscillations.
This is supported by the observation of diminished
interhemispheric synchrony of spindles following
callosal transection. 7
CONCLUSIONS

These experiments and models are compatible
with a powerful role for the cortex in triggering
and synchronizing oscillations generated in the
thalamus, through corticothalamic feedback projections. The model suggests that intracortical
mechanisms may be responsible for synchronizing
oscillations over cortical distances of several millimeters through cortex–thalamus–cortex loops, thus
providing a possible cellular mechanism to explain
the genesis of large-scale coherent oscillations in the
thalamocortical system.
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